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New Physician Specialty Code for Interventional Cardiology
Note: This article was revised on September 26, 2014, to reflect the revised CR8812 that was
issued on September 23. In the article, the CR release date, transmittal number, and the Web
address for accessing the CR are revised. All other information remains the same.
Provider Types Affected
This MLN Matters® Article is intended for physicians, non-physician practitioners, and
suppliers submitting claims to Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs) for services to
Medicare beneficiaries.
What You Need to Know
CR 8812, from which this article is taken, provides notice that the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) is establishing a new physician specialty code for Interventional
Cardiology. The CR is also changing the description of specialty code 62, and updating the
names associated to specialty codes 88 and 95. Make sure your billing staffs are aware of
these changes.

Disclaimer

This article was prepared as a service to the public and is not intended to grant rights or impose obligations. This article may contain references or links to
statutes, regulations, or other policy materials. The information provided is only intended to be a general summary. It is not intended to take the place of
either the written law or regulations. We encourage readers to review the specific statutes, regulations and other interpretive materials for a full and
accurate statement of their contents. CPT only copyright 2013 American Medical Association.
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Background
Physicians who enroll in the Medicare program self-designate their Medicare physician
specialty on the Medicare enrollment application (CMS-855B) or via the Internet-based
Provider Enrollment, Chain, and Ownership System (PECOS). Non-physician practitioners
who enroll with Medicare are assigned a Medicare specialty code. These Medicare
physician/non-physician practitioner specialty codes describe the specific/unique types of
medicine that physicians and non-physician practitioners (and certain other suppliers)
practice. They become associated with the claims that physician or non-physician
practitioners submit; and are used by CMS for programmatic and claims
processing purposes.
CR 8812 establishes a new physician specialty code for Interventional Cardiology (C3).
CR8812 is also removing the word “Clinical” from the description of specialty code 62
(Psychologist (Billing Independently)), and is changing the description of specialty code 88
to “Unknown Provider,” and of specialty code 95 to “Unknown Supplier”. The changes to
the descriptions for codes 88 and 95 align their names with their intended usages.
Additional Information
The official instruction, CR 8812 issued to your MAC regarding this change is available in 2
transmittals at hhttp://www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Guidance/Transmittals/Downloads/R3073CP.pdf and
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Guidance/Transmittals/Downloads/R238FM.pdf on the CMS website.

If you have any questions, please contact your MAC at their toll-free number. That number
is available at http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Net
work-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/index.html under - How Does It Work.
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